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 The Dynamics of Population Growth, Differential Fertility,

 and Inequality: Comment

 By ERIK DIETZENBACHER*

 In a recent issue of this Review, David
 Lam (1986) examined the relationship be-
 tween population growth and the distribu-
 tion of income. The model that was applied,
 allowed for differential fertility across in-
 come classes and intergenerational mobility

 between them. Lam claimed that if Mi > M,j
 for all j * i, then an increase in the fertility
 of income class i will increase the percentage
 of the population in income class i in the

 steady state (p. 1110). M,, denotes the prob-
 ability that a child of class j becomes a
 member of class i. By means of a counterex-
 ample, C. Y. Cyrus Chu (1987) has shown
 that Lam's proposition is not true; the
 steady-state proportion of class i may fall.

 Intuitively, one could argue that, when the
 decrease in the steady-state proportion of
 class i is large enough, also the percent
 children in class i will fall, despite the in-
 creased fertility in this class. In the present
 note we show that precisely this is impossi-
 ble. So, in spite of a potential reduction in
 the relative size of the class with increased
 fertility, the proportion of the steady-state
 population born to that class will always
 increase and, moreover, will increase rela-
 tively the most. As a direct consequence, the
 possible decrease in the steady-state propor-
 tion of income class i is limited. The use of
 matrix algebra instead of differential calcu-
 lus, enables us to derive upper and lower
 bounds for the relative change in the propor-
 tion of the steady-state population of any
 income class. Surprisingly, the results are
 obtained without any restrictions on the mo-
 bility matrix M, therefore they simply are
 properties of the model.

 I. The Model

 Let the n-column vector P, denote the size
 of the income classes in period t. The diago-
 nal matrix F gives the income-specific net

 reproduction rates (F1) and M = [Mij] is the
 intergenerational mobility matrix. Thinking
 of each period as a generation, the distribu-
 tion of income in period t is characterized
 by

 (1) Pt= MFPt.l-

 Let the total population size at time t be
 given by N- e'P1, with e' the n-row summa-
 tion vector, that is, e'=[1,...,1]. Denote the

 population growth rate in period t with g,=
 N, INt -. Let the elements of the n-column
 vector st denote the proportions of the pop-

 ulation in each income class; then rrt = PlNt
 Dividing both sides of (1) by Nt> yields

 (2) gtiT, = PINt_= MFP>-1/NA-

 =MF_T 1.

 The proportions of the tth period popula-
 tion born to parents from the different in-
 come classes are given by the elements of the

 n-column vector yt FPt- 1/NI. Thus Nt>'y=
 FP_1, dividing both sides by N> yields
 gyt = Fft1 or

 (3) Yt = F-t -IIgt.

 This vector shows the distribution of the
 offspring before the transition between the

 income groups takes place (for 'r,= My,).
 Note that the intergenerational mobility ma-
 trix M is a transition matrix so that e'M = e'.
 The definitions and the equations above
 imply the following identities: e'"rr = 1,

 e'F, - 1 = g, and e'y, = 1. In the steady state
 'rr = r and gt = g, implying y1 = y. Dropping
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 the time subscripts, (2) and (3) are rewritten
 as

 (4) MFff = gff,

 (5) y = FiT/g.

 Consequently, the identities in the steady
 state become e'ir =1, e'Fff = g and e'y =1.
 As usual it is assumed that the matrix MF is
 irreducible and primitive, in order to ensure
 convergence. Then it follows from the Per-
 ron-Frobenius theorem that g> 0 is the
 dominant eigenvalue of MF and -Tr >> 01 the
 corresponding eigenvector, which is unique
 after normalization (e'iT = 1).

 II. The Results

 Suppose that the fertility of income class i
 is increased and denote its new reproduction

 rate with Fi ( > Fi). All other reproduction
 rates remain unchanged, that is Fj = Fj for
 all j - i. (4) and (5) are, for the new steady
 state, written as

 (6) MFs = g-s,-f

 (7) y F/g

 The following ordering of matrices holds:

 MF < MF < (FJ/F)MF. From the Perron-
 Frobenius theorem it is known that the same
 ordering applies to the respective dominant
 eigenvalues. Thus g < g- < (FJF/)g, or 1 <

 PROPOSITION 1: s/,j < gFi I/gIF>,r for
 allj.

 PROOF:
 The assertion obviously holds for j = i.

 Now, suppose to the contrary that there

 exists an index k # i such that

 'Tk IT gF_i__
 =max-> 'Tk j i qrj kFir7i

 Then:

 n

 =S7k (=g/ ) 7k (g/g) E MkjPjiFj
 j =

 =E(g/-) Mkj Fjtj: + glk) Mk iFi iF

 - i

 =E( g/g ) ( ijlTj ) Mk jFjiTj
 *i#

 j+ i

 + (9g/g Fis7i/ ) Mki Fi 7iT

 n

 < ( Frk/7k ) E MkjFjiTj = gTk,
 j=1

 which is not possible. Strict inequality holds
 because: (i) g < g; (ii) iFj/Tj! ? Fk/lTk for all
 j; (iii) (g/g)(FjiF./JF-iT) <' Fk/lTk by as-
 sumption, and (iv) Mkj > 0 for some j, be-
 cause of the irreducibility of M. We have
 thus obtained a contradiction. O

 This proposition enables us to derive upper
 and lower bounds for the relative changes in
 the steady-state proportions of the income
 classes. The right-hand side of the expression
 in the proposition equals - /y1 and from
 g/g < Fi/Fi follows that it is larger than
 ST Ti. Applying the proposition to (5) and
 (7), using Fj = F. for j # i, yields that the
 following inequality holds for all j # i.

 (8) - / 7j= g/g- ) s/Tj )i

 < glg-)(Yil/Yi) < (Yi/Yi)]-

 First, equation (8) yields iFj/,rj = (g/-)
 yj) > j/y .. Second, e'y = e'y = 1 and
 /y I. for all j #i from (8), imply

 Yi > yi. Consequently, the right-hand side of
 the expression in the proposition is larger
 than one_ or, equivalently, i >
 (-/g)(FJ1F1). The bounds are summarized
 by the following inequalities.

 1For vectors and matrices we adopt the following
 notations. x > y means xi 2 yi for all i, x > y means
 x>y butx y, and x>>y means xi>y, for all i.

 See for instance Samuel Karlin and Howard Taylor
 (1975, Appendix 2) or Akira Takayama (1985, Chapter

 4).
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 < Yi/-Yi and Yi > -y,

 (10) yj/yj < xy iTj ? Y/y, for all j + i.

 1II. Conclusions and an Example

 The central result appears to be Yj > yi. If
 the fertility of income class i is increased,
 then the proportion of the population born
 to parents from class i will increase in the
 steady state. Lam's proposition that "an in-
 crease in the fertility of the poor will unam-
 biguously increase the percent poor in the
 steady state" holds for the percent children
 of the poor. At first sight, this result may
 seem obvious. From Chu's example however,
 it is known that the steady-state proportion
 of income class i may fall. When the de-
 crease in the steady-state proportion of class
 i is sufficiently large, it follows from yi =
 Fi>ir/g that the percent children in class i
 must also fall. Precisely this, has been shown
 to be impossible. An immediate consequence
 of this result is that the possible decrease in
 the steady-state proportion of class i is
 bounded from below.3 The lower bound in
 (9) therefore, tells us the degree to which
 Lam's original proposition might go wrong.

 Equation (10) asserts that the steady-state
 proportion of the children increases for in-
 come class i more than for any other income
 class. Furthermore it is known that for some
 income class (other than i) it must fall.
 Given these two results, that is, -i> Y1 and

 Yj < -/y, for all j # i, the upper bounds
 in (9) and (10) are easily explained. The
 proportion of the population in income class
 k, is composed of all children that have
 become a member of class k, that is, Tk=
 E' 1iMkjyj. The influx from any class other

 TABLE 1-STEADY-STATE PROPORTIONS AND RATIOS
 FOR CHU's EXAMPLE

 j=l j=2 j=3

 "Tj 0.1871 0.4516 0.3613

 0.1870 0.4507 0.3623

 Igj Izj 0.9996 0.9980 1.0027
 yj 0.1885 0.4499 0.3616
 yj / yj 1.0077 0.9961 1.0008

 than i, increases less than Yi/yi. Therefore,
 lvk/'rk < y, for k # i and /r, < Yi/Y-y5

 The lower bound in (10) provides another
 assertion that is difficult to explain intu-
 itively. If the percent children in any income
 class j * i increases, then the proportion of
 the population after intervention of mobility
 increases also. We know that the inflows
 from classes i and j rise, while the influx
 from at least one class falls. Apparently, the
 decreased inflows can never outweigh the
 increased inflows, in this case (yj > y,).

 Once again, it should be noted that the
 results hold without any restrictions on the
 mobility matrix, as such they simply are
 properties of the model. As an illustration of
 the results, we finally consider Chu's coun-
 terexample,

 0.3 0.29 0

 M - 0 0.6 0.51
 0.7 0.11 0.5

 (Fl, F2, F3)=(1,1,1) and clearly g=1. The
 reproduction rate of income class 1 is raised
 by 1 percent (Fl = 1.01), which yields for the
 population growth rate - = 1.00187, while
 the lower bound in (9) turns out to be
 0.99195. The calculated values for the vari-
 ous proportions and ratios are presented in
 Table 1, rounded off to four decimals. Note
 that i = 1 and y = -n. The bounds in (9) and
 (10) are easily checked to hold.

 3Note that the lower bound in (9) requires the com-
 putation of the dominant eigenvalues g and g. From
 g > g, it follows that Fi/Fi is also a lower bound for
 s,7i/7i. Obviously, this latter bound is weaker, on the
 other hand however, it may be calculated even if case M
 is unknown.

 4Equality holds only if all members of class k are
 born in class i, that is: Mk] = 0 for all j * i.

 5Equality would necessarily imply Mj =0 for all
 j * i, which contradicts the irreducibility of M.
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